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Review IssueLocation MattersTake a walk down memory lane, and you’ll see that much of basic biology during the
first three decades of Cell was all about elucidating ‘‘how’’ and, to some extent, ‘‘why’’ a
biological process occurs. Zooming forward to 2014, we know of a whole new dimension
that perhaps would not have had much bearing back then. This is the importance of the
‘‘where.’’ We’ve learned now that biology needs the ‘‘where’’ to work, as much as it needs
the other nuts and bolts. Indeed, it turns out that defining the location of a process is as
important as knowing its constituent factors and how they interact with one another.
This is true whether the location is in a particular tissue, cell type, subcellular compartment,
or even a region of the genome.
In this section, the question of how positioning affects the nature of a biological process
is explored at three different levels. Michael Levine, Claudia Cattoglio, and Robert Tjian(Review, page 13) examine the structured spatial organization of the genome. The manner in which genes and regulatory
elements are embedded therein suggests an important role for the relative 3D location of these sequences in facilitating regulation
of gene expression. As the flow of genetic information progresses, messenger RNA is translated into proteins, which in order to
function, need to be assembled and allocated to specific subcellular positions. Christine Holt, Hosung Jung, Christos Gkogkas,
andNahumSonenberg (Review, page 26) describe how localized RNA translation and its regulation evolved as amechanism to prop-
erly position proteins inside of the cell and the pathologic consequences that arise when this mechanism fails. One step further in the
spatial scale is the organization of cells within a tissue. Nometazoan cell survives on its own. Rather, the function of a tissue lies in the
complexity of its different components and the spatial relationships among them. David Scadden (Review, page 41) discusses this
principle by outlining the concept of the stem cell niche and how a ‘‘nice neighborhood’’ can be disturbed by nasty neighbors that
disrupt the healthy functioning of a tissue and promote disease.12 Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
